Bryant Shines at the U.N.

by John Rankin, Nick Stambouli and Rose Lee

Lobovit, the ISO advisor. The delegate, who represented the College and who all worked so hard for such a major achievement were Frank Mesean, Beri Kasabian, Nick Stambouli, Henry Lightbourne, Cyran Kemp, Rose Lee and John Rankin, Delegation Chairperson.

Next year the ISO hopes to be able to sponsor a delegation to the UNM once again to represent Bryant College so ably. All students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity in political and parliamentary debate. Interested persons should be Dr. Sol Melnychuck in the Graduate Office or any ISO member. The only regret is that this could be the last year for this event which is so educationally and intellectually stimulating, because Bryant College is considering canceling the allocation of funds for participation in this national conference, in which Bryant so ably shines.

Faculty Members Attend Seminar

The Marriott Hotel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was the setting for the Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting of the Northeast Regional Group of the American Accounting Association. The seminar was sponsored by the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, on April 18-20.

The four members of the faculty who represented Bryant College at the convention were: Mickey Perlow, Assistant Professor of Accounting; Lee Waver, Associate Professor of Accounting; Dr. Charles Gouldin, Professor of Accounting; and Henry Folesy, Coordinator of the Finance Department.

The purpose of the seminar was to keep teachers in contact with advancements in the field of Accounting. Offered at the seminar were sessions that dealt with areas in accounting such as the subject of a Free Market Nationale for Corporate Social Accounting, Capitalization of Leases, and Financial Accounting Standards. Lecture entitled: Accounting with a Computer; A College Course; and Allocation of Faculty Effort were also featured.

Several distinguished speakers from various areas in business were present to speak to the members of the association. Featured speakers included, Mr. A. S. Sommer, Jr., one of the five commissioners of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Philip L. Defore, Managing partner of Cooper and Lybrand, Neil C. Churchill, and John K. Shawk of Harvard University, and Mr. Herbert C. Knott, Executive Vice President and Controller of TIT.

Keeping up to date on advancements in a rapidly growing business world is essential. Bryant students will definitely benefit by the efforts made by these members of the faculty to keep their students informed as to the latest advancements made in the world of Accounting.

WEB Sponsors "Springfest"

by Eileen Pulakni

The women of Bryant have finally come together! On Wednesday, April 24, 1974, WEB sponsored a "Springfest" for ALL the women of the Bryant College community. The meeting was designed to break down the barriers for the women at Bryant, regardless of their social position. The informal meeting came about through the concern to elevate the consciousness level of women at Bryant, the ability to enjoy this experience to establish a mutual identity and to be well received by all women of the community.

It was inspiring to see the students, faculty, and staff eating, drinking, laughing together and enjoying each other's company.

WEB is pleased to have shown that all women are as much a part of the Marginalized Community. WEB was represented by Judy Reed (VP), Eileen Pulakni (V.P.), Milk Shenk (Treasurer), and Sam Triplett (Advisor).

WEB is happy to have one representative present at the counting of the ballots and that representative must be in Room 308 at 3 p.m. on Thursday, May 4, 1974, or she will not be permitted to enter.
Right On! Girls!

On Wednesday, April 24, the women of Bryant got together for two hours of wine and song. The Springfest was held in the Faculty Dining Room and the place was absolutely packed.

For the first time in Bryant history, the women of the College came together to exchange ideas and express the "problems and pleasures" that Bryant women experience here. One of the outstanding attributes of the Springfest was that women from every level of the College were invited and almost every level was represented. Administrators, faculty members, students and secretarial and clerical workers got together and made new friendships.

The most important thing about the Springfest is that the women of Bryant have finally come out and identified some of their common concerns. Some of these concerns have to do with the development of a varsity sports program for women, acceptance of women in social and business functions, appreciation of the talents of Bryant women, and some kind of recognition or events hours and days that ARCHWAY was also discussed and all members of the Bryant Community are invited to submit articles for publication under the WEB headline.

The ARCHWAY congratulates the women who were involved in making the Springfest possible. We hope that most of these kinds of this offer to the entire Bryant Community.

It's time for Bryant College to recognize what an important asset is its women are!

Softball Rules Should Be Explained!

On Monday, April 22, the Bryant Blue Sox forfeited a softball game to SSO. We feel that this forfeit could have been avoided if some explanations had been posted in the gym or a communication with the team coach or captain.

We have been informed by Bill Nieman, the coach, that to obtain the rules for softball games is to ask him or the Assistant Administration Manager, Mr. Drury, a specific question. That is true if you have a specific question, but what if you are completely ignorant of softball rules? (You probably don't know Bill Nieman or Mr. Drury to explain everything they know about them or distributed to the you don't forget anything?)

The ARCHWAY would like to see a copy of the rules. In our response we were asked, "What kind of a question is this?" We want to see the rules so we can ask specific questions about them.

We were also "reminded" that the intramural season is coming up with an appropriate time and place to acquire (sic) the rules. That would motivate me to rejoin the correct, so that the meeting had been announced to begin.

An example of the necessity for published softball rules is the game between Bryant and the Blue Sox. The Bryant Blue Sox. Not only were there disagreements because of ignorance but there was a batting-box rule that neither party even had existed. The game caused an "out" for BSO when one of their batters was on second base. This is a batting-box line rule.

We hope that the softball rules will be posted where they can be read by all members of the team and their parents. It is incomprehensible how such a thing can happen at an institution which prides itself on the teaching of business leadership. Whatever the cause of this, the situation should never have occurred and it is inexcusable.

Once again, a genuine thank you to the Game Room employees and managers. Bryant students had a great time pressing their noses against the glass and tugging at the doors of the Game Room.

Bryant College A Racist Institution

Dear Editor,

This letter is directed to the "name withheld by request" editorial of 4/15 and the unenlightened persons who subscribe to and/or condone blind criticism and ignorance manifested in pseudo-objectivity. It is apparent that the demoted outburst evidenced in last week's criticism of Watu Wazuri is merely a case of diversity's, a genuine asset its women are! We hope that the women of Bryant have finally come out and done something of the students' responsibility.

Was the Game Room closed all weekend? If you are to win the competition, then there will be no problem. However, the administration's responsibility to Bryant students is not an afterthought. We hope that the women of Bryant have finally come out and done something of the students' responsibility.

The Game Room closed all weekend? If you are to win the competition, then there will be no problem. However, the administration's responsibility to Bryant students is not an afterthought. We hope that the women of Bryant have finally come out and done something of the students' responsibility.

The Bryant Blue Sox

Female Intramural Sports

Dear Editor,

There appears to be a strong interest in the area of intramural sports for girls.

Many of the intercollegiate sports on the Varsity level exist in the male areas of sports, such as field hockey, football, basketball, and softball. If these sports do not exhibit the strong interest and desire there appears to be, the solution would be to disband them. Allow the female students at Bryant an opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities in these sports in areas of Field Hockey, Football, Basketball, and Softball.

As a female student at Bryant, the opportunities for female students to participate in intramural sports are nonexistent. There is definitely the interest present, as evidenced by the large crowd at the Women's Basketball game distributed last November.

A. Cynthia E. Kemp II

faces and said another behind their backs, meetings plauged with trickery, connivance, and surreptitious behavior. The essence of the problem here is that the so-called "A Racist Institution" is composed of egomaniacs and pseudo-businessmen who operate under the mistaken assumption that the money the Senate receives is "their money. They attempt to fund it. In addition, they fail to accept the fact that the members of Watu Wazuri are students also.

This last point draws to light some similar abuses toward Blacks by the College's phasing out of the Talent Development Program and the termination of Ms. Nadine Howes' contract. These incidents confirm my suspicion that Bryant College is nothing more than a racist institution, with the prevailing institutional philosophy, which is to systematically exclude and ignore black students.

So, if you want to see more activities from Watu Wazuri and learn more about Black heritage, allocate more funds to the club; increase the number of Black students, faculty, and staff. Until, you have gone to the extreme of being willing to make this type of commitment, all other "efforts" are meaningless.

A. Cynthia E. Kemp II
ATTENTION NEW POLICY

MONDAY and TUESDAY
ADMISSION $1.00 TO BRYANT COLLEGE STUDENTS
PROPER IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED.

AT Smithfield
CA I 01A
Smithfield, Rhode Island

Steven T. Soulos is in his fourth year as an instructor of Marketing at Bryant College. Mr. Soulos received his B.A. in History at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, and his M.B.A. in Marketing at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Soulos has worked as a News Reporter for the Hartford Courant and his business experience includes positions as, Sales Director for Rosbro Plastics, Advertising Manager for Hasbro Industries and Account Executive for CT Power & Co., firm, and the Randall Co.

Mr. Soulos became interested in teaching early because he is a teacher at a college. Mr. Soulos finds more satisfaction in teaching than in his other positions and finds that teaching gives him more out of life.

Mr. Soulos sees the students of today as a lot more critical than when he was in college. He says "The students will accept or reject what you say based on how good your arguments are." He feels that students are more grade conscious and the number of students do not settle for average grades. He would like to see students strive for top level jobs and not settle for the security of a middle management job because in today's business world you never really have any security.

Mr. Soulos would like to see the Marketing Major eventually get into some type of internship program, maybe by lining up summer jobs for students so they may get some practical experience away from the classroom. Mr. Soulos believes in an equal emphasis on personal enrichment as well as business training. He would like to see some cultural electives along with some literature and art electives. Mr. Soulos advocates increased career orientation as part of classroom activities. He feels the freshmen should have mini-courses on careers in business, government and not to give them a fuller outlook.

On the side, Mr. Soulos is a consultant with three New York toy companies and a consultant with a local industry in marketing research and promotional programs. His personal interests are photography, tennis, golf, sailing and an attempt at the violin. Mr. Soulos is also the advisor of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and the Delta Omega Professional Society.

Bryant College is privileged to have someone who cares!}

Sandra Perry:

Administrative Assistant

by Lisa Pesenello

For the secretarial student who feels that her chances for advancement after graduation are few, the story of Miss Perry's advancement from Secretary to the Assistant to the President may be of interest to you.

Miss Sandra Perry, of Smithfield, Rhode Island, is a 1966 graduate of Katherine Gibbs. She came to Bryant in 1966 to be the secretary to the new Budget Director, Mr. Frank Delmonico. While the campus was still located on College Hill, Miss Perry was quite involved in the coordination and architectural planning for the site of the New Bryant Campus. After Bryant College moved its campus from East Providence to Smithfield in 1971, Miss Perry was offered the position of Secretary, to the President. She has since gone on to be recently appointed Assistant to the President.

Aside from her duties as Assistant to the President, Miss Perry also finds time to be a coordinator of the Sigma Iota Beta Sorority, Miss Perry enjoys the atmosphere at Bryant College, and feels that the students she has had the opportunity to come in contact with have been very friendly and courteous toward her. A sincere effort to succeed, and a lot of hard work has brought Miss Perry to the position she holds today—a position that she fills very well.

The Fine Arts Committee of Providence College cordially invites you to the performance of "The State Ballet of Rhode Island" Champagne reception afterwards. Tuesday, April 30 at 8 p.m. in Alumni Hall

Students with I.D.: $1.50
All others: $2.00

Bryant MASQUERS presents

BEFORE

A College Comedy

Terminal Magician

Original Plays by Rob Salamidd

May 3 7:30 P.M.
Bryant Auditorium
Free Admission
in a peasant's garden
by eileen pulaski

It's like a big box of Valentine's candy. You take the pieces you want, and crush the centers of those you don't like.

I feel like the last peanut cluster.

You can't crush it, but you don't want to either.

It's like a big box of Valentine's candy.

The chill of a May evening fills me with a shroud of loneliness and peace.

And for these quiet moments,

I give my soul

To every star I call and reach out

For every breath

For every moment of being

I am.

Bryant Alumni will "Remember When"

Approximately 400 Bryant College Alumni will "Remember When" at their Third Annual Alumni Dinner Dance to be held in the Salomons Dining Room on Saturday, April 27, 1974. The tone of the event will capture the mood of bygone days of the 30's, 40's, and 50's—pack rock, too! A reception is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. followed by dinner and dancing until 11:30 p.m.

Three alumni responsible for arrangements are Thomas Maso, Bryant, '51; Paula T. (Pasquale) Iacono, '69; and Diana (Poleinatr) Marro, '58.

Mr. Maso is a public accountant and owner of Tommy Maso's Orchids. He resides in North Providence. Mrs. Iacono of Warwick is presently executive secretary of Radio Station WICE.

Mrs. Marro resides in North Scituate and presently is a housewife.

Spring Luncheon for Classes of 1913 and 1914

Bryant College's graduating classes of 1913 and 1914 plan to hold a second Spring Luncheon in the Faculty Dining Room of the University on campus. The date is Thursday, May 2, 1974, at 11:30 a.m.

Dr. Harry Exait, President of Bryant, will greet the alumni on behalf of the College.

Vincent Volotalo, Sr., of Hopkinton, Massachusetts, and President of the Class of 1913, was responsible for initiating such a luncheon last year, and it is expected that this event will be held on an annual basis. Assisting Mr. Volotalo in planning these arrangements is Miss Florence M. Cummings of Warwick, Rhode Island, '13.

There are 26 surviving members of the class of 1913, and 21 surviving members in the class of 1914.

Economics Club To Present Lecturer-Harvey O'Connor

The Bryant College Economics Club is proud to sponsor a presentation by Mr. Harvey O'Connor.

A dynamic critic of the alleged union of Big Government and Big Business, and an expert on the world-wide petroleum situation,

Mr. O'Connor is a prophet in our time, having foreseen the energy crisis more than a decade before it developed.

His book, The World Crisis in Oil, was published in 1964. This presentation is open to the student body and will take place at 12 noon on Tuesday, April 30, in the Auditorium.

An open question period will follow his presentation.

Langlois Attends AERS Meeting

Dr. Gaythia A. Langlois, from the Science Department, attended the annual meeting of the Atlantic Estuarine Research Society. The meeting was held in St. Michaels, Maryland, April 16-20, and was sponsored by the Oxford Biological Laboratory and the Environmental Protection Agency.

Research papers presented at the AERS meeting included the influence of heavy metals on fish and other marine life; "Remember When" research on the influence of sewage into estuaries and the role of micro-organisms in maintaining healthy marine ecosystems. Representatives from several state and federal agencies, as well as researchers from a variety of colleges and universities, participated in the conference.

Providence College

S P R I N G WEEKEND

Friday, May 2

Emmett Kelly Circus

4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Alumni Gym

Child, under 12 $75

Students $1.00

all others $1.50

Saturday, May 3

John Sebastian and Howdy Moon

8:00 p.m.

Alumni Gym

P.C. Students $2.50

all others $3.50

Restaurant Review

The House of Moy

by Joan Prine

This week I took a trip to the Orient—on 1951 Mineral Spring Avenue, that is. The House of Moy is a wonderful Chinese restaurant where the food is excellent, the service is fast, and the prices are low.

House of Moy has recently added the Foo-Foo Flutter to its menu. This is a fine appetizer—and many people choose to have it as their entire meal. The Flutter consists of herb-seasoned puffy rolls and chicken wings, egg rolls, shrimp deep-fried in batter, and fried wonton. Add a little duck sauce and have a great cocktail and dig in!

The rest of the menu is great, too. If you're a traditional Chinese-food fan, there are plenty of combination plates that should make you happy. If you're more of a daring, experimental personality, you can go wild and choose from a wide variety of seafood, chicken, pork, and beef dishes that will make your mouth water. You may find it hard to make your final choice.

So next time you're in the mood for Chinese food, don't overlook what's in your own back yard. House of Moy is located at 1951 Mineral Spring Avenue, North Providence—just about ten minutes from Bryant. Go down Route 7 and take a right at Notarantonio Ford—House of Moy is on your right. Sayonara!
Accounting Highlights

Accounting Association Holds Elections
by Susan Kaplan

On Monday, April 23, 1974, the Accounting Association held its third annual meeting. Immediate Robert H. Cuff of the Providence office and Edward King of the Boston office of Price Waterhouse and Company spoke on what to expect from a job offer.

Also, elections for the forthcoming year were held. The new offices are: President, Evelyn Genua, Chezire, Conn; Vice President, Raymond Trafta, Mahway, New Jersey; Treasurer, Roger Nadeau, Lewiston, Maine; Secretary, Susan Kaplan, New London, Conn.

Mickey Perlow graciously accepted to be the Accounting Association's advisor for next year.

Why Should Anybody Move Their Tail for You??

The story behind Continental Airline's controversial advertising program, "We really move our tail for you," will be explained to Bryant students on Friday, April 26 at 12 noon in the main auditorium by Mr. Peter Katin, Marketing Research Director for Continental Airlines.

The "tail" program, and the marketing thinking leading up to it, will be presented in a film and slide presentation by Mr. Katin as part of the Marketing Club's series of industry guest speakers. Continental Airlines serves all of the Western states up to the Mississippi and is a major carrier to Hawaii. A native of Providence, Mr. Katin has a varied background in marketing and advertising for products such as Carole Oil and Shell Oil. He is a graduate of Boston University and received his Master's Degree from UCLA.

All interested parties are invited to attend.

Student Employment

On Campus Employment

CAREER OFFICE, two part-time secretaries 7 hours per week. Work on the main campus, for office work. $2.00 per hour.

GFP MAIL SERVICE, two clerical associates 45 hours per week. A full-time position available, $5.00 per hour.

Secretary, oneemptogue, $2.00 per hour.

Office Assistant, one full-time associate 40 hours per week. $2.00 per hour.

CAREER OFFICE, two part-time secretaries 7 hours per week. Work on the main campus, for office work. $2.00 per hour.

Student Employment

Providence College to Present the State Ballet of Rhode Island

The Board of Governors of Providence College will present a performance of the State Ballet of Rhode Island, Tuesday, April 30, at 8 p.m. in Alumni Hall on the Providence campus. A Champagne reception will follow the performance in the Center Adjoining to Alumni Hall. Admission will be $1.50 for students with identification. All others will be charged two dollars.

Tickets are available at the Student Affairs Office in Salvin Center or by calling 664-2211 at the night of the performance.

The Board of Governors cordially invites members of the community to this outstanding performance.

Personal

To THE ARCHWAY Staff,

Thank you very much. Love, Cheryl.
As Speaker of the Council in the Student Senate for the past year, Fred Leonard, a Business Administration major, has worked hard for the student body, and according to many, has done a great job. The Student Senate, largely due to his efforts that the Appeal Center was established which has been a great help to freshmen. The school newspaper was completed and made available to students before pre-registration for the fall semester. A Dean's List student from Hoosick Falls, New York, Fred is also President of the Delta Mu Delta Honor Finance Society. His interests and hobbies cover a wide and diverse range of fields and include fishing, boating, horseback riding, and dog sledding. His favorite pastime is amateur photography.

However, Fred feels, "The people should use and use the facilities." Continuing on, he believes, "the Candy Store was very good. It is at least better than fruit snacks." The store, Fred says, should have won in the Academy Awards.

High school typewriting students are coming to the campus to learn typewriting from the typewriting methods students once a week for approximately five weeks. These education students are team teaching, making out detailed lesson plans, and creating their own lessons just as if they were student teaching. The education students feel that this is a real challenge to them and that such an experience in a methods course more nearly parallels student teaching. Teaching high school students who ask pertinent questions is far more rewarding than teaching their own peers in the methods courses they already know. The high school students are motivated to be learning on a college campus and are exposed to the latest teaching methodology. All of this is preparatory to the education students doing their student teaching shorthand under the direction of Mrs. Amelia Silva or Miss Barbara McIntosh, both Bryant College Teacher Education graduates. In addition, the shorthand methods students are working closely with Dr. Marie B. Cote, Chairman of the Secondary Education Department, in her shorthand theory review class.

In another year it is hoped that such an exchange program can be expanded to include other areas. The students who are involved in this exchange program presently are very excited and enthused. The program is under the direction of Mr. E. Larry Tedesco, Chairman of the Business Department at North Smithfield High School and also a Bryant College Graduate; and Dr. Priscilla M. Phillips, Chairperson of the Business Teacher Education Department here at Bryant.

Fred has seen many changes and improvements come about here at Bryant in the past three years. Included among them is the Registrar's Office where, through the efforts of Dean Alberg, such headaches as the problems of registration have been reduced to a minimum. The procedure has improved tremendously and it is they're still trying to make it better. However, Fred feels, "more people should use and use the facilities." Continuing on, he believes, "the Candy Store was very good. It is at least better than fruit snacks." The store, Fred says, should have won in the Academy Awards.

High school typewriting students are coming to the campus to learn typewriting from the typewriting methods students once a week for approximately five weeks. These education students are team teaching, making out detailed lesson plans, and creating their own lessons just as if they were student teaching. The education students feel that this is a real challenge to them and that such an experience in a methods course more nearly parallels student teaching. Teaching high school students who ask pertinent questions is far more rewarding than teaching their own peers in the methods courses they already know. The high school students are motivated to be learning on a college campus and are exposed to the latest teaching methodology. All of this is preparatory to the education students doing their student teaching shorthand under the direction of Mrs. Amelia Silva or Miss Barbara McIntosh, both Bryant College Teacher Education graduates. In addition, the shorthand methods students are working closely with Dr. Marie B. Cote, Chairman of the Secondary Education Department, in her shorthand theory review class.

In another year it is hoped that such an exchange program can be expanded to include other areas. The students who are involved in this exchange program presently are very excited and enthused. The program is under the direction of Mr. E. Larry Tedesco, Chairman of the Business Department at North Smithfield High School and also a Bryant College Graduate; and Dr. Priscilla M. Phillips, Chairperson of the Business Teacher Education Department here at Bryant.

Unfortunately, in that they don't have goals which they adhere to. People say the morals of business and politics have dwindled but I think that people just aren't following their morals and they're being wayed because of situations. I think Watergate helped to purify our society.

After graduation, Fred plans on working for two or three years as a traveling internal auditor for a large company, after which he will return to school for an MBA in Management. Eventually, he would like to work in the field of Executive Management. In existing, Fred summed up many of his feelings by saying "I think the hardest thing I've hit around the school is trying to follow the philosophy of a radical Abraham Lincoln, who said, "It's a sin to be silent when it's your duty to protest."

Is There a Speaker in the House?

by Anne-Marie Vigneau

at the

COFFEE HOUSE

WINE

Presents

THE SPRING GATHERING

Thursday, May 2
8:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

The Bryant Public Is

WELCOME

by Eileen Pulaski

Bryant College-North Smithfield
High School Exchange Program

Methods courses have become REAL and RELEVANT! The Business Teacher Education Department at Bryant College and the Business Department at North Smithfield High School in Rhode Island have initiated an Exchange Program here on the Bryant campus.

Public Administration Major

The Bryant College Curriculum Committee, taking cognizance of the broadening opportunities for challenging positions in government administration, has approved a new major which will provide the foundation for work in this ever-growing field. While programs in public administration may prepare people for work in a variety of fields—urban planning, legislative, welfare, etc.—Bryant's program aims at the management areas of government operation and will prepare its graduates for work in fiscal, personnel, and property control. Courses in public administration will cover the local level through state and administrative agencies to the Federal level.

The major, which will lead to a B.S. in B.A. degree, requires the same core program as all other B.S. in B.A. majors and requires the following distribution for the remaining ninety semester hours or study:

- Public Administration
- Economics
- Management or Marketing
- Math (3) Science (6)
- English or Humanities
- Law
- Sociology
- Professional Electives
- Liberal Arts Electives
- Total

Any student currently in his sophomore or freshman year who may be interested in transferring into the program should confer with Mr. Wells, Dr. Ingham, or Dean Alberg to discuss the opportunities in this field and any problem in connection with a possible change of major.

More information concerning the date of implementing this major and those to whom it will be available will be made early in the fall semester.
Once Upon A Time There Was Vivian - And Oh Boy!

by Paul J. Carroll

Vivian’s suitmates have nicknamed her “Hot,” a derivative describing overzealous and marvelously mad people, it aptly describes her personality. Perhaps that reason that Viv is so well liked is that she really likes other people. Her best friend Told THE ARCHWAY, “When I first came here, Vivian always asked ‘Hi’ to everyone she passed and introduced me to her friends. She didn’t have to do that, she doesn’t have to be so friendly, but she is!”

It is a rarity to see her without a smile. She may seem crazy at times, but she is a truly unique person, willing to be open and speak her mind in a time when most people withdraw and follow along with the crowd.

Well Viv, perhaps you should be locked up and maybe the key should be thrown away, but that’ll never happen, cause you’ve got one of the greatest assets in the world. The love of us all.

Notes

Anyone interested in taking Marketing Research in the summer or intersession, please fill out a course card at the Registrar’s Office or see Dr. Gould. This course is important for some to graduate.

H253—Art. Meet at 9 a.m. Saturday for bus trip to Boston.
Schreiber Crowned R.I. Novice Division Champion

by Lawrence B. Selvin

On Saturday, April 20, the Rhode Island Billiards Association sponsored the Junior and Novice Divisions Annual Consolation Tournament, which was represented by Howie Dornfeld, Howie Dornfeld, Joe Roberts, Larry Selvin, Al Cabot, and Jim Angelini. The Smithfield School District held up the six of the 18 total entrants.

There were four rounds of play which resulted in the junior title. A first-round loss would automatically place a player in the consolation tournament. Six-trophies were awarded to the winners and runners-up of the Novice and Junior's as well as to the Consolation champs in each division.

All of the Bryant players advanced to the second round, (the quarterfinals) except Al Cabot, who dropped three straight games (out of six) in the consolation to Jim Petranick. The opening matches, all two out of three, had Joe Roberts stunning UVI's Petranick 2-0, Jim Angelini edging Al Cabot 2-0, Larry Selvin over Joe Lupien 2-0, and Howie Dornfeld taking Louis Kowal 2-1. The other bracket witnessed a sophomore favoring the young Sinales, and Schreiber whipping Dick Manzi 2-0, Bob Merlino nipping Al Cabot 2-1, Dick Ferri topping John Lupien 3-2, and Larry Schreiber clocking Bill Hosk., Jr. in 3.

The quarterfinal results are as follows: the first grouping, Roberts, Howie Dornfeld, Joe Roberts, Larry Selvin, Al Cabot, and Jim Angelini. The Smithfield School District brought up the six of the 18 total entrants.

Levine Unsets Deveraux for State Title

by Lawrence B. Selvin

Dr. Irving Levine won the 1974 Men's Singles championship on Sunday, April 21, at the Rhode Island Table Tennis Association in Providence, Levine, now a five-time winner, defeated the second-seeded, two-time last year's champ, John Selvin, 2-1.

The new kingpin whipped George Buchanan in the final, 2-1, which was preceded and edged defending champ Ed Bailey, 3-2. Bailey played an excellently played semi-final match.

Deveraux was seeded second and possessed the top record of the seven-month Class "A" League (85-5), victorious six-tournaments and battled tournament director Dave "Doc" Lupien, in four games to gain a berth in the finals. Earlier Jack easily crushed controversial Los Florio in three consecutive games.

Racy and Deveraux teamed to capture the double title for the third time in five years, and with the fifth-seeded Jones in the finals by counts of 21-14, 21-18, and 21-12. Levine easily cruised and crushed controversial Los Florio in three consecutive games.

Larry Oswrer and Howie Dornfeld entered two teams in the state doubles event. Larry Oswrer and Howie Dornfeld advanced to the second round while Bryant's doubles champions, Howie Schreiber and Larry Selvin bowed in their first and only match.

In the Class "B" final, steadily improving Tony Gershow downdro Lorio 21-18, 21-15, and 21-19. Milk's Class "C" saw Chuck Helle prevail over John Fisher, a Brown graduate student in four games, 15-21, 12-21, 21-16, 21-16. Three of Bryant College's table tennis team members tested their talent against many of Rhode Island's top competitors. Howie Schreiber, Larry Selvin and Howard Dornfeld, turned in respectable performances. Schreiber bashed home the hardware for his fine efforts in the Consolation tournament.

Sneaking in games two and three of his first-round match, Schreiber swept through the consolation bracket while sending Silk Frawley, Dick Ferri, and his son Dick Ferri, all in convincing style.

Helle had the misfortune of losing to the eventual Class "C" king, Chuck Helle in the second round. Dornfeld clobbered Mike Kowal and won two games in a first-round clash.

Racy dropped his initial entry into the title picture against opposite tenth-seeded Steve Hong and proceeded to the semi's of the consolation bracket before he found Rich Forbes in the final game of a three-game series.

The Boston Red Sox are off to their best start in years. Their pitching still has yet to come online. Carl Yastrzemski seems to have regained his leadership role as a result of his hot start. The Sox should continue to improve and win the American League East.

How about the improved Texas Rangers. They have two potential 20 game winners in Jim Bibby and Ferguson Jenkins. Texas could play 500 baseball this year.

In this writer's opinion, Hank Aaron's home run was a true triple crown of the hitting game. Aaron had a 4 to 1 choice to capture the championship in the Novice Division.

The Milwaukee Bucks appear to be unbeatable because of their four game sweep over Chicago. Jerry Sloan's injury ruined any Bulls chances. Abdul Jabbar is still the greatest scoring machine in the game today.

How about the way the Celts handled the Knicks at Madison Square Garden. The Celts had a sweep throughout the playoffs cannot be matched. Should they reach the finals again the Celtics should be one of the greatest.

The New York Knicks winning days are numbered. They will lose Dave DeBusscher, Jerry Lucas, and probably Bill Bradley after this season. Willis Reed's health may force him into retirement.

C.B.S. television announces put one to sleep during an exciting Celts-Knicks game. Tune in on the local Boston or New York radio announcer for excitement. They could be the best in the business.

Brian Neeman and Jeff Zwiebel's names were inadvertently left off the honorable mention all-stars last week. They both played for the Goobers.

Pro Track circuit looked very interesting. More television exposure is necessary, Perhaps the owners run against the professionals will make sport create fan interest. Then it is golf.

S. P. E. A. K. I n g o f g o l f, Congratulations to Low Eder for winning the Momento Open. He is the first black to qualify for the Masters Tournament. Congratulations to the trữ with the longest drive and the best drive were taken for years at Augusta. What happened to Arnold Palmer?

The World Tennis League begins in a couple of weeks. It appears to have the nucleus of a success. Tennis is the fastest growing sport in America.

The Philadelphia Flyers and the Chicago Black Hawks are in the NHL finals. It is possible. The Flyers are handling the Rangers and the Black Hawks are holding their own against the Bruins. Maybe this series will provide a photo opportunity to the Bruin's are human.

Will Joe Namath retire and become a Monday night football announcer? Will the next to jump to the World Football League? Within three years the N.F.L. will be minus many stars. This is hunting football. The Cincinnati Bengals may be the team to watch this season. Dissention in Miami may hurt the Dolphins. The Dallas Cowboys are a shoe because Don Shula is the best coach in football.

Look for Julius Erving at the Civic Center May 18 in the N.R.A.A. all-star game.

NOTICES
The Sororities of Bryant College will hold their Annual Sorority-Sorority Day on Tuesday, May 2, 1974 from 3-6 p.m. in the Rathskellar.

All Greek sisters of Bryant are sure to come for a good time.

Friday April 26
SIR OLIVER CRUST
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission 50c
BEER 25c

WANTED
Sales personnel to sell the hottest item ever to hit the茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫茫